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When it comes to business, sometimes the only thing that’s certain is uncertainty. 
Because no one knows for sure what tomorrow will bring, you'll need to do 
everything you can to improve your ability to plan for the future, while being 
prepared to handle any curveballs that get thrown your way. 

Here are seven future-proofing steps you can take to improve your finance processes, 
so you’ll be better positioned to respond, adapt, and survive in an uncertain business 
climate — whether that climate brings stormy weather or fair skies.

1. Focus on what matters most

2. Get visibility into your costs

3. Use automation to increase efficiency

4. Simplify your expense policy

5. Cut costs carefully

6. Spend smarter

7. Keep your eye on mileage
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Focus on what Get visibility into 
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matters most
Not all KPIs are created equal. When 
operating in an unpredictable business 
environment, you may want to expand your 
focus beyond growth-oriented metrics to 
those that reflect the current state of the 
business. By automating expense and 
invoice management, you can better capture 
data on exactly where money is being spent 
and any outstanding payments to gain the 
insight and control you need to keep your 
business running smoothly. 

your costs
You can’t control costs until you know what 
they are. Unfortunately, expense reports and 
supplier invoices are often tied up in paper-
based processes or emailed files. This 
makes it difficult to know at a glance where 
your money is being spent or how much your 
business is on the hook for paying suppliers 
or reimbursing employees. With improved 
invoice and expense management 
processes, you can stay on top of spending 
so you can understand how it will impact 
your budget and financial projections in the 
days, weeks, and months ahead. 
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In an uncertain economy, you may need to 
cut some hours or enact a hiring freeze until 
times are better, and then be able to scale 
up quickly when business conditions turn 
around. Make the most of the headcount 
you have by replacing inefficient, paper-
based processes with the automated 
capture and processing of expenses and 
invoices. By connecting your spending 
information directly to your accounting or 
ERP system, you can eliminate errors while 
saving the time your team usually wastes 
uploading and entering data. This also 
makes it easier for you to manage reviews, 
approvals, and the entire process 
automatically – and remotely as needed. It’s 
always a good time to help your staff be 
productive from wherever they work. 

Use automation to 
increase efficiency

Simplify your 
expense policy
The easier your expense policy is to 
understand, the easier it is to follow, 
especially when employees are busy with 
high-priority tasks. Review your expense 
policy to ensure that it is jargon-free and fair 
to all employees. By making your expense 
policy consistent, simple, and easily 
accessible to employees, it also becomes 
easier for you to implement, manage, and 
control. With the right travel and expense 
(T&E) and invoice management solution, 
you can let your system do the work of 
flagging out-of-policy spend or issues like 
missing receipts.
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Cut costs Spend 
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carefully
When cutting costs, it’s better to use a scalpel 
than a chainsaw. Using an integrated, cloud-
based technology platform for T&E and 
supplier invoice management can help give 
you the single view you need to understand 
where all your money is going and why. This 
allows you to strategically cut costs that add 
less value to your business while directing 
your money towards the suppliers and 
expenses you need to fuel operations. This 
improves the balance sheet today and makes 
it easier to grow in the future.

smarter
In addition to cutting costs, you can also 
organise your remaining spending to be 
more advantageous to your business.  Use 
your company spend visibility to  identify 
opportunities to favour suppliers  that can 
offer discounts or longer payment terms. 
You can also use these insights to 
consolidate category spending from many 
suppliers to a handful, which can then give 
you the buying power needed to negotiate 
more favourable terms that are smart under 
any circumstances.
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By taking control of your company spend now and automating finance 

processes to add efficiencies and gain visibility, you’ll not only be able to 

weather whatever storms come your way, but also be positioned to 

pounce on big opportunities that come when the clouds disperse. 

Learn how SAP Concur travel, expense and invoice 
management solutions can help future-proof your 
business by visiting Concur.co.uk

07Keep your eye 
on mileage
Even when times are tough, your service operators or employees may still need to 
drive to clients, various locations or make deliveries. Requiring employees to track 
mileage manually can lead to estimations, both under and over the real amount. 
Mileage tracking apps with point-to-point GPS tracking makes life easier for busy 
employees and ensures accurate reporting, so that employees know they’re being 
properly reimbursed and you can reduce potential mileage overages.
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http://www.concur.co.uk


About SAP Concur

SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense, and invoice 
management solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate these everyday 
processes. The top-rated SAP Concur mobile app guides employees through every trip, 
charges are effortlessly populated into expense reports, and invoice approvals are automated. 
By integrating near real-time data and using AI to audit 100% of transactions, businesses can 
see exactly what they’re spending without worrying about blind spots in the budget. SAP 
Concur solutions eliminate yesterday’s tedious tasks, make today’s work easier, and help 
businesses run at their best every day. Learn more at concur.com or the SAP Concur blog.

https://www.concur.co.uk
https://www.concur.co.uk/newsroom
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